Hello 5th Grade Families!
Attached is our next 5th grade packet of new learning for the last quarter. A new packet will be mailed
every two weeks until the end of the school year. We are moving to new learning, so we have
included less, as students may need more assistance than they did on the past review packet.
5th grade teachers continue to have office hours for help through phone or email. We have also set
up Zoom meeting hours Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday to help with packets. See the following
page for contact information, times, and links.
Our teacher pages will also have websites targeted toward the packet learning if you would like
additional resources. Links are on the contact page in this packet, or can be found by clicking the
Teacher Pages link on clearfield.org.
Because this is new learning, there are some pages that will need to be returned to us for grading
purposes. When your child has finished all the required work for math and ELA, return it to one of the
drop-off locations listed below. Science, social studies, and itinerant work is optional and does not
need returned.
Please do not stress, and if you or your child is struggling and needs help, please reach out. Thank
you for all your support during this time.
Sincerely,
The 5th Grade Team

Return Procedure: Please put any material needing to be returned to your child’s teacher in this
7”x10” envelope and place it in a drop box at Clearfield Elementary, Clearfield Junior/Senior High
School or at any one of the following meal distribution sites:
Lawrence Park Village
Edgewood Apartments
Bible Tabernacle (Woodland)
Goshen Township Building
Joseph & Elizabeth Shaw Public Library
Glen Richey Fire Hall
Hyde Fire Hall
Bigler YMCA
St. Mary’s Catholic Church (Frenchville)
Clearfield Driving Park (Behind Bandstand)

11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
11:00-11:30 AM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM
12:00-12:30 PM

**Optional educational material for Itinerants/Specials is available on our individual Teacher Pages
accessible on-line at: www.clearfield.org / Clearfield Area School District / Sites / Clearfield Area
Elementary / Menu / Teacher Pages / Select Specific Teacher

2020
5th Grade Online Office Hours
Teacher Name
School Phone
814 765 5511

Office Hour Time

“Zoom Day”

Teacher Webpage

Mrs. Adamson
radamson@clearfield.org
Ext. 1214

M-F 10:00-12:00

Wednesdays
Same time as
office hours.

https://bit.ly/MrsAdamson

Mr. Squires/Mrs. Mohr

M-F 1:00-3:00

Thursdays
1:00-2:00

https://bit.ly/MrSquires

Mrs. Hertlein
ahertlein@clearfield.org
Ext. 1218

M-F 9:00-11:00

Wednesdays
10:00-11:00.

https://bit.ly/MrsHertlein

Mr. Hoover
choover@clearfield.org
Ext. 1221

M-F 10:00-12:00

Wednesdays
Same time as
office hours.

https://bit.ly/MrHoover

Mrs. Shetler
mshetler@clearfield.org
Ext. 1219

M-F 11:00-1:00

Tuesdays
Same time as
office hours.

https://bit.ly/MrsShetler

Ms. Bailey/Ms. McGee

M-F 11:00-1:00

Tuesdays
11:00-12:00

https://bit.ly/MSBailey

Mr. Sellers
nsellers@clearfield.org
Ext. 1215

M-F 1:00-3:00

Thursdays
1:00-2:00

https://bit.ly/MrSellers

Ms. Neeper
jneeper@clearfield.org
Ext. 1213

M-F 10:00-12:00

Wednesdays
Same time as
office hours.

https://bit.ly/MsNeeper

asquires@clearfield.org
Ext. 1216
kmohr@clearfield.org
Ext. 1223

jbailey@clearfield.org
Ext. 1217
lmcgee@clearfield.org
Ext. 1228

Properties of Quadrilaterals
Learning Sheet
Vocabulary
quadrilateral- four sided polygon
parallel- lines are parallel if they never cross or meet, no matter how far they are extended

perpendicular- lines are perpendicular if they intersect at a right (90°) angle

adjacent- two sides are adjacent when they share a vertex.

congruent- figures that are identical, could be placed on top of one another and match exactly

trapezoid- at least one pair of parallel sides
kite- 2 pairs of adjacent equal-length sides
parallelogram- two pairs of parallel sides
rhombus- 4 equal length sides
rectangle- 4 right angles
square- 4 right angles and 4 equal length sides

Examples

Quadrilateral A is a parallelogram because it has two pairs of parallel sides.
Quadrilateral B is a kite because it has two sets of adjacent equal length sides.
Quadrilateral C is a rectangle because it has four right angles.
Quadrilateral D is a trapezoid because it has one pair of parallel sides.

Practice

Quadrilateral E is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral F is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral G is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral H is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral I is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral J is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral K is a _______________ because it has_______________________.
Quadrilateral L is a _______________ because it has_______________________.

Answers for practice
E. quadrilateral-4 sides
F. rhombus-4 equal sides
G-parallelogram-2 pairs of parallel sides
H-trapezoid-1 pair of parallel sides
I-rectangle-4 right angles
J-trapezoid-1 pair of paralell sides
K- kite-2 sets of adjacent equal sides
L-square-4 right angles and 4 equal sides

Draw an example of each.
Rectangle

Kite

Parallelogram

Trapezoid

Square

Quadrilateral

Properties of Quadrilaterals
Assessment Sheet
This page must be completed and returned to your teacher for a grade.
If you have questions, please see the online resources on our teacher page, or contact your
teacher for more help.

Quadrilateral M is a _______________ because it has______________________.

Quadrilateral N is a _______________ because it has_______________________.

Quadrilateral O is a _______________ because it has_______________________.

Quadrilateral P is a _______________ because it has_______________________.

Name
Homeroom
Date

Main Idea: Supporting Details
 Read each paragraph and circle the topic.
 Underline the topic sentence in red (double underline, if you don’t have a red pen).
 Underline details that support main idea in blue (underline once, if you don’t have a blue pen).
EXAMPLE (Correct)
Main Idea: My mom makes homemade bread.
My mother bakes homemade bread. She mixes
the flour and yeast into sticky dough, kneads it,
and lets it rise before popping it into our oven.
Her bread is better than anything in the store.

NON-EXAMPLE (Incorrect)
Main Idea: My mom makes homemade bread.
My mother bakes homemade bread. She mixes
the flour and yeast into sticky dough, kneads it,
and lets it rise before popping it into our oven.
Her bread is better than anything in the store.

1.

They are building a new school. It is near my house. Every day, I watch the workers. They drive huge tractors. I
watch them push a ton of dirt. They have a big crane. It helps them place tall beams. The workers build walls. They
are using brick. Every day, it looks more like a school. Mom says I will go there in the fall!

2.

Today, giant pandas are at risk of becoming extinct. Only about 1,000 giant pandas are left in the wild. All of
these inhabit a small area in the bamboo forests of China. About 140 live in captivity. It is one of the most severely
endangered species in the world.

3.

The Pterosaur was a flying reptile that lived millions of years ago. Often referred to as Pterodactyl or "wing
finger, at least 60 different types existed. The wings of the Pterosaur were thin membranes of skin, similar to the
wings of bats, and extended along the sides of the body. Some were no bigger than a sparrow while others were
monsters with wingspans in excess of 40 feet!

4.

Almost half of all American kids aged 6 to 13 are home alone for part of the day. While being home alone can
sometimes be scary, being prepared can make all the difference. First, discuss with your family what to do in case
you have an emergency. What should you do if someone gets hurt, if a stranger calls or knocks on the door?
Decide if any special rules that apply when you’re home alone. Can you use the microwave? Do you have to finish
homework before you watch TV? Finally, come up with ways to entertain yourself. Are there books or games you
might enjoy alone? If you’re prepared, being home alone can be fun or even relaxing.

5.

Working dogs are amazing animals specially trained to protect people and to make
life easier for them. Some working dogs act as eyes for blind people, ears for the
hearing impaired, and helpers for the physically challenged. Others help ranchers
protect and move sheep and cattle from place to place. Police dogs help officers catch
criminals, find illegal drugs and weapons. Search dogs are trained to find disaster
victims and missing people.
1. Topic: new school MI: They are building a new school. 2. Topic: Giant Pandas MI: Today, giant pandas are at risk of becoming extinct. 3. Topic: Pterosaurs
MI: The Pterosaur was a flying reptile that lived millions of years ago. 4. Topic: kids home alone MI: If you’re prepared, being home alone can be fun or even
relaxing. 5. Topic: working dogs MI: Working dogs are amazing animals specially trained to protect people and to make life easier for them.

Figurative Language: Similes, Metaphors, and Idioms
Figurative Language helps to spice up a writing and gives more detail. An author uses figurative
language to help a reader better understand. A few types of figurative language include:


Similes – A simile compares two items or things using the words “like” or “as”
Example: Our soldiers are as brave as lions.



Metaphors – A direct comparison of two or more things that does not use the words
“like” or “as”.
Example: The alligator’s teeth are white daggers.



Idiom – A phrase that does not mean the literal definition, but something else instead.
Example: You’ve found the problem! You hit the nail on the head.

What does it mean? It does not literally mean you hit a nail, but that you got something correct or
understand something correctly.

Write the type of figurative language (simile, metaphor, idiom) for
each example given below.
1. He spilled the beans.
______________________
2. The clouds were marshmallows.
______________________
3. The little boy was as quiet as a mouse.

8. She’s having a bad hair day!
______________________
9. She is as cold as a popsicle in July.
______________________
10. I have heard enough. Please cut to
the chase!

______________________
______________________
4. You will do an excellent job tonight.
Break a leg!
______________________
5. Your smile is as bright as the sun.

11. The pizza was a party in my mouth.
______________________
12. How did you do on your test?
That was a walk in the park!

______________________
______________________
6. The sky was a beautiful jewel.
______________________

13. The bully was a skyscraper.
______________________

Figurative Language and Poetry
***This page needs to be returned to your ELA teacher for scoring.
Name: ________________________________________
1. Homework
Homework! Oh, Homework!
I hate you! You stink!
I wish I could wash you
away in the sink.
If only a bomb
would explode you to bits.
Homework! Oh, homework!
You're giving me fits.
I'd rather take baths
with a man-eating shark,
or wrestle a lion
alone in the dark,
eat spinach and liver,
pet ten porcupines,
than tackle the homework my
teacher assigns.
Homework! Oh, homework!
You're last on my list.
I simply can't see
why you even exist.
If you just disappeared
it would tickle me pink.
Homework! Oh, homework!
I hate you! You stink!

Homeroom: ________________________

2. Roaring Like A Lion
I’m roaring like a lion, I’m croaking
like a frog, I’m shrieking like a
monkey,
I’m grunting like a hog. I’m snorting
like a buffalo,
I’m whooping like a crane.
My mother’s making liver…
I thought I should complain.
Definitions
Idiom: say one thing, but mean
another
Hyperbole: exaggerating, going
over the top
Simile: comparing two nouns using
“like” or “as” as a connecting word
Alliteration: repeating beginning
sounds of words
Onomatopoeia: words sounds like
“boom”, “crack”, and “snap”

3. Bear In There
There's a polar bear
In our Frigidaire-He likes it 'cause it's cold in there.
With his seat in the meat
And his face in the fish
And his big hairy paws
In the buttery dish,
He's nibbling the noodles,
He's munching the rice,
He's slurping the soda,
He's licking the ice.
And he lets out a roar
If you open the door.
And it gives me a scare
To know he's in there-That polary bear
In our Fridgitydaire.

Instructions: These 3 silly poems are full of figurative language! Your job is to read each poem, find the figurative
language phrases, and write them on the lines below.
Poem 1: Find 1 example of IDIOM and 1 HYPERBOLE._______________________________

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Poem 2: Find 2 examples of SIMILE and 1 ALLITERATION. ____________________________

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
Poem 3: Find 2 examples of ONOMATOPOEIA. ___________________________________

________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

OPTIONAL: Science

What Exactly Are Rocks?
You don’t have to look hard to find rocks. They are all around you—and under you, too!
Earth’s crust is made almost entirely of rocks. Mountains, hills, and cliffs are huge masses of
rock that form landscape features. Pebbles in a streambed are smooth, rounded rocks. Chunky
bits of broken rock form the gravel on a country road. Rocks go into making sidewalks and
streets. Slabs of rock cover the outside of many buildings. Indoors, pieces of rock often make
up floors, walls, stairs, and countertops. Museums are good places to see rocks that artists
have carved into sculptures. The polished stones in some types of jewelry are rocks that
people wear.
Rocks are all around. Some are carved into sculptures, others are used for jewelry.

All the varieties of rocks can be organized into three classes.

Just what are rocks, exactly? Rocks are naturally occurring materials made of solid, nonliving
substances called minerals. Think of minerals as the building blocks of rocks. Some rocks are
formed from just one mineral. Most rocks, however, are combinations of two or more
minerals. Minerals appear as different-sized pieces, or grains, in rocks. Some rocks have very
tiny mineral grains, giving the rocks a smooth, even texture. Other rocks have larger mineral
grains and a rougher texture.
Imagine hiking up a mountain and picking up rocks along the way. When
you reach the top, you’ll probably have quite a collection. Your rocks may
have different colors and textures. Some may have stripes or layers. Some
might be hard and others crumbly. Some have tiny grains whereas others
have large grains that glitter when they catch the light. All this variety
might seem confusing. Yet geologists organize all rocks into just three
classes, or basic types: igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic.
© 2016 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

The Rock Cycle
Rocks you see in the world around you might seem like permanent
fixtures. Given enough time, however, all rocks change. They are created,
destroyed, and recreated in a continuous cycle. Geologists call this
ongoing process the rock cycle.

OPTIONAL: Science

The rock cycle has no starting or ending point. You can jump in anywhere to see how it works.
Let’s begin with magma erupting from a towering volcano. The magma (now lava) cools and
hardens into igneous rock. Over the course of thousands of years, sun, wind, rain, and freezing
temperatures cause the rock to weather, or break down into smaller pieces. The pieces
continue to weather, slowly breaking down into sediments. Howling winds, flowing water, and
gravity gradually move the sediments down the sides of the volcano and beyond. Movement of
sediments from place to place is called erosion.
Imagine that the sediments end up in a lake, where
they settle to the bottom. Over long periods of time,
more layers of sediments are deposited on top of
them. Compacting and cementing processes
eventually turn the deeply buried sediments into
sedimentary rock.
Now imagine that the sedimentary rock is near the
edge of a tectonic plate. The plate collides with
another plate—very slowly, of course. Tremendous
heat and pressure generated by the collision
gradually turn the sedimentary rock into
metamorphic rock. As the plates continue colliding,
their rocky edges crumple. The metamorphic rock
is slowly pushed up higher onto Earth’s surface.
Think mountains! Exposed to air, rain, and snow,
the rock begins to weather and erode.
Alternatively, one tectonic plate might be sliding beneath another. The metamorphic rock
along the edge of the descending plate gets hotter and hotter as it nears the mantle. At some
point it melts into magma—magma that someday might erupt from a volcano again.
Understanding how rocks change helps geologists understand how Earth has changed over
time.

© 2016 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.

OPTIONAL: Science

Minerals make up rocks.
Two or more minerals
are a rock. Rocks and
minerals have
properties. We discussed
properties at the
beginning of the year.
One property of minerals
and rocks is hardness.
How easy or hard it can
be scratched.

Try using a penny, your
finger nail, and a paper
clip to scratch rocks you
find outside and organize
them from softest to
hardest.
Softest-finger nail
penny
hardest-paperclip
BONUS: You can do a
calcite test by placing
household vinegar on a
rock or mineral. If it
fizzes and bubbles the
rock HAS calcite or the
mineral IS calcite. Calcite
is the only mineral that
reacts to acid! Cool!

OPTIONAL: Science

Read the article and answer the questions.

Read the article and answer the questions.

If possible, read article on 5 famous spies from the American Revolution found at https://www.history.com/news/5-patriot-spies-of-the-american-revolution
Then watch Anna’s Adventure a virtual field trip to Yorktown to learn about spies found at https://www.historyisfun.org/video/annas-adventures/

Annaʻ’s	
 Adventures
I  Spy

Decipher	
 the	
 Cipher!
You are a member of the Culper Ring, an espionage organization from the Revoutionary War.
Practice your ciphering skills by decoding the inspiring words of a famous patriot.

G

Use these keys to decipher the code above. As you can see, the key is made up of two
diagrams with letters inside. To decode the message, match the coded symbols above to the
letters in the key. If the symbol has no dot, use the first letter in the key. If the symbol has a
dot, use the second letter.
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K L

O

P

Q

S

Y

Z

U
W

M

N

T

V

X

R

For example, look at the first symbol of the code. The highlighted portion of the key has the
same shape as the first symbol. That shape has two letters in it, a “G” and an “H”. The first
symbol in the code has no dot, so it must stand for the letter “G”.
When you’re done decoding the message, try using the key to write messages of your own!

Did	
 You	
 K now?
	
   Spying  was  a  dangerous  business!  Nathan  Hale,  a  spy  for  the  Continental  Army  during  the  American  
Revolution,  was  executed  by  the  British  on  September  22,  1776.  It  was  then  that  he  uttered  his  famous  last  
words:  “I  only  regret  that  I  have  but  one  life  to  give  for  my  country.”
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Annaʻ’s	
 Adventures
I  Spy

Un-‐Mask	
 a	
 Secret!
A spy gave you the secret message below. But it looks like an ordinary letter! Luckily, another
messenger gave you a mask, a piece of paper with a pattern cut out of it. Cut out the grey
portion of the mask and place the remaining piece on the letter. Do you see the secret
message?

I hope that this letter finds you well my dear. Regarding your

last letter, you should not worry at all about Cornwallis. I do not
think he is a threat. There are a lot of soldiers moving around in
this area, is it the same where you are? North, towards New York,
a large number of slaves escaped. I bet Yorktown is where they
are heading. Are you going to the ball? They should be having
one soon in your area. We hope to be there sometime in June
it hard, for the roads are bad in April. About 8,000
but it’s
pounds of tobacco came in last year. Total number of men
needed to bring in the crop this year: perhaps 144. Cannons
have destroyed some of the fields here. Do not worry though,
our fields are fine, we can sell to the French. Ships sail in and
out of the port all day.I hope I will be there soon. To help you
with your letters, I will try sending more supplies, like paper and
ink and quills. Milk, butter, b
bread, beans, and tea are getting
hard to come by. This could be the end of winter though, it is
getting warm. The British Army seems to be getting stronger all
the time. I think the end of the war is getting near. I bet the
British will win.
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Annaʻ’s	
 Adventures
I  Spy

Un-‐Mask	
 a	
 Secret!

Cut  along  the  dotted  line  and  remove  the  grey  portion  of  the  paper.  Use  the  remaining  mask  to  reveal  
the  secret  message  in  the  spy’s  letter.

Did	
 You	
 K now?	
 
James  Armistead  Lafayette  was  an  
African  American  slave  who  served  as  a  
spy  for  General  Lafayette,  a  continental  
army  commander  from  France.
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Annaʻ’s	
 Adventures
I  Spy

You	
 a re	
 a	
 s py	
 d uring	
 t he	
 American	
 R evolution.	
 Use	
 t he	
 g i ven	
 
cypher	
 t o	
 decode	
 t he	
 c oded	
 message.
LEGEND  
1st  Number:  Line  the  letter  is  in
2nd  Number:  Word  the  letter  is  in
3rd  Number:  Letter  in  the  word

Beneath	  this	  stone	  brave	  Braddock	  lies,
Who	  always	  hated	  cowardice,
But	  fell	  a	  savage	  sacrifice,
Amidst	  his	  Indian	  Foes.
I	  charge	  you,	  heroes,	  of	  the	  ground,
To	  guard	  his	  dark	  pavilion	  round,
And	  keep	  off	  all	  obtruding	  sound,
And	  cherish	  his	  repose.

157 213 245 432 243
___ ___ ___ ___ ___
342 655 743 511 761
___ ___ ___ ___ ___ Sleep,	  sleep,	  I	  say,	  brave	  valiant	  man,
Bold	  death,	  at	  last,	  has	  bid	  thee	  stand
844 973 412 642 524
And	  to	  resign	  thy	  great	  command,
___ ___ ___ ___ ___
And	  cancel	  thy	  commission.
Altho’	  thou	  didst	  not	  much	  incline
821 1051 1141 573
Thy	  post	  and	  honors	  to	  resign;;
___ ___ ___ ___
Now	  iron	  slumber	  doth	  confine;;
1513 965 1131 1333
None	  envy’s	  thy	  condition.
___ ___ ___ ___
General	  Edward	  Braddock,	  His	  Epitaph
1624 544 1445 721
	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  By	  Stephen	  Tilden,	  August,	  1755	  
___ ___ ___ ___
967 1249 211 658
Did  you  know?  
General  George  Washington  learned  
___ ___ ___ ___
how  to  use  a  cypher  when  he  served  
under  British  Major  General  Edward  
Braddock  during  the  French  and  Indian  
War.  

Now	
 you	
 know	
 how	
 to	
 make	
 and	
 use	
 a	
 cypher!	
 Now	
 you	
 can	
 f ind	
 a	
 te xt
	
 
and	
 cre ate	
 your	
 own	
 cypher	
 to	
 send	
 coded	
 me ssage s	
 to	
 your	
 f riends	
 
and	
 family.	
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